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World SME News
Brexit has harmed SMEs, but it's 'an opportunity for forwarders'
Forwarders can be a salve to the negative implications of Brexit that have left
many SME shippers struggling, but only if they innovate.
Metro Shipping MD Grant Liddell said Brexit had "discombobulated" the UK's
SME community following decades of free trade with continental neighbours,
with transit rates and administrative bureaucracy surging.
"Average traditional forwarder freight movement cost has increased by a
minimum of £100 for customs and documentation charges alone," Mr Liddell
told The Loadstar.
"If you are selling directly to smaller customers with low-value products, it is
very difcult to make this commercially viable, with traders' issues
compounded by an inability to achieve smooth supply chain ows due to the
required additional documentation and processes.”
This week, The Loadstar reported on the damning prospects facing shippers
without the necessary savings to heed UK government calls to "spread their
wings" and invest internationally.
One SME told The Loadstar the message from Downing Street was to large
business and multinationals that could absorb the immediate nancial impact
as they watched smaller competitors fall out of the market.
While Mr Liddell did not deny the shippers' plight, he said "disfunction,
complication and increased administration" was where SME forwarders could
make the difference.
"Where traders are nding it difcult to achieve smooth supply chain ows, due
to additional documentation and processes, freight forwarders can assist and
deliver both the service required and, ultimately, the goods to destination as
part of the solution," he said.
"And smaller forwarders, which traditionally provide a much more personal
service, can deliver almost limitless tailored added value to customers.”
This, he said, would end up benecial to both parties, as it could help address
the difculties faced by shippers, but would also open the number of available
revenue streams for the forwarder, compared with the pre-Brexit decade, and
ultimately increase their protability.
However, one SME trader was not convinced by Mr Liddell's optimism,
believing this "dreamworld trade future" was a fantasy that would not be
fullled with the present government in power.
Mr Liddell said it "would not be easy" and required a willingness among
forwarders to accommodate the new challenges with "a proactive ability,
underlined by a sense of agility", adding: "If they can do this, then everyone can
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prosper. Brexit has been a time of opportunity in the logistics world.
"It has opened new opportunities and new ways to demonstrate the value of
successful knowledgeable and creative business that recognise issues and
resolve them, and then roll this out to their customers.”
Of greater concern to him are the "many other issues and challenges" facing
the supply chain he believes are "causing greater cost and anxiety".
He explained: "SMEs survived for 1,000 years pre-EEC membership, and the
successful ones will survive for 1,000 years after Brexit, I suspect. It's the
bigger, global macro piece that gives me the heebie-jeebies."
Source: https://theloadstar.com/brexit-has-harmed-smes-but-its-anopportunity-for-forwarders/
Emirates inks MoU with Jafza exploring joint activities to attract and
incentivise new and existing businesses
Cooperation supports Dubai's growing SME ecosystem by promoting
attractive business environment
DUBAI, UAE 12 May 2022: Emirates and Jebel Ali Free Zone (Jafza), have
signed a Memorandum of Understanding to explore joint cooperation and
initiatives targeted at attracting more investments into Dubai by supporting
new and existing businesses registered or licensed in the free zone.
Under the MoU, both parties will explore opportunities to offer a number of
travel-related incentives for new and existing SMEs and larger businesses,
including potential enrolment in the airline's Business Rewards programme.
The MoU was signed by Dina Al Herais, Emirates' Vice President, Commercial
Products, B2B Corporate & Leisure, and Ebtesam Ahmad Alkaabi, Head of
Sales, Jafza Sales. The signing ceremony was also attended by Adil Al Ghaith,
Senior Vice President, Gulf, Middle East & Central Asia, and Ahmad Al
Haddad, Chief Operating Ofcer, Parks and Zones, DP World UAE.
Adnan Kazim, Chief Commercial Ofcer for Emirates Airline, said: "We are
pleased to partner with Jafza to support Dubai's efforts in cementing its
leadership position as one of the world's preferred investment destinations.
Dubai's vibrant business environment continues to gain momentum in
attracting new companies and foreign rms, start-ups and talented
entrepreneurs across a wide range of industries. Emirates has been a longstanding supporter of a number of initiatives targeted to support SMEs and
innovative start-ups in our home base the UAE, and today's signing with Jafza
reinforces our commitment to help stimulate diverse economic activity in
Dubai by providing companies with a range of highly competitive travel
incentives so they can scale up their businesses both regionally and globally."
Ahmad Al Haddad, Chief Operating Ofcer, Parks and Zones, DP World UAE
said: "Since its inception, Dubai has built a reputation as a global business
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ecosystem. It is a magnet for entrepreneurs and investors worldwide owing to
the strategic support of the government and private sector, which has led to
an SME boom in the emirate. Today, they make up nearly 95 per cent of all
companies, employing 42 per cent of the workforce and contributing around
40 per cent to Dubai's GDP. Our partnership with Emirates focuses on
boosting growth with new travel offerings to attract global investors and
venture capitalists who can utilise the vast opportunities available here. We
are committed to our role as the economic driver for Dubai, building on our
33.4 per cent contribution to the emirate's GDP.”
Emirates has a long track record of supporting small and medium sized
businesses, through its procurement of products and services in a range of
industries. As a result, these businesses have benetted from showcasing
their products to a global travel audience. The airline has also been
supporting Dubai and the wider UAE's business community and innovation
ecosystem, which today includes Intelak and Aviation X-lab, both incubator
programmes in the UAE focused on future solutions for travel and aviation.
Emirates currently has over 20,000 small and medium sized businesses
enrolled in its Business Rewards programme and is providing a gamut of
benets including simplied enrolment, easier earning and redemptions,
greater exibility on retaining and using points in addition to upgrade
opportunities.
Source: https://www.emirates.com/media-centre/emirates-inks-mouwith-jafza-exploring-joint-activities-to-attract-and-incentivise-new-andexisting-businesses/
GlobalData Plc : Digitalization and AI - Critical Success Factors for UK
SME Insurance Market
Digitalization and articial intelligence are key drivers fueling the UK SME
insurance market growth. Digitalization is a long-running theme in all forms
of insurance and will become especially important post-COVID-19. Most
insurers are making efforts to modernize their services by utilizing
technology, as doing so is now essential to compete. When used well, AI and
automation can set insurers apart. Prot margins are extremely tight in SME
insurance, and these technologies can allow insurers to automate various
parts of the insurance value chain to reduce operational costs.
The UK SME insurance market report sizes the market in 2021 and forecasts
future gross written premiums until 2025. It analyzes the macroeconomic
factors that inuence the space. The report also uses our UK SME Insurance
Survey data to analyze SMEs' attitudes to insurance and the key factors
impacting the market in 2021 and beyond.
UK SME Insurance Market Outlook
Key Highlights
Ÿ Packaged insurance policies are popular, particularly among small and
medium businesses in the UK SME insurance market.
Ÿ Employers' liability take-up dropped despite being a legal requirement.
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Ÿ Business interruption court cases did not notably hurt SMEs' trust in

insurers.
Ÿ The UK insurtech started as a gig economy insurer, offering cheap and

exible driving and motorcycle insurance to Deliveroo drivers.
The number of
SMEs declined in
2021 - the rst
reduction since
2018 and the
largest in the past
decade. The loss of
business due to
coronavirus
remains SMEs'
biggest concern.
Key products such as public and employers' liability saw penetration rates drop
considerably from 2019 to 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a signicant impact on the market, with
premiums hardening due to the increased risk and SMEs canceling products
due to costs being squeezed. Brexit has also caused the cost of materials to rise
and availability to decline, which has increased the cost of repairs across a
range of products. These two factors contributed heavily to claims ination,
putting upward pressure on premiums. Insurers have been forced to put
greater focus on digitalization since the outbreak of COVID-19, especially since
face-to-face meetings have not always been possible. Customers now expect
strong digital services - and insurers have needed to act quickly to address this
shift.
UK SME Insurance Market Overview
Market size 2020 GBP10.9 billion
CAGR >4%
Forecast period
2021-2025
Reasons to Buy
Ÿ Learn about the signicance of SMEs within the commercial insurance
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

market and how they are inuenced by the UK economy
Identify the effects of COVID-19 on the UK SME insurance space
Discover GlobalData's forecasts for the market
Recognize the challenges faced by UK SMEs
Identify growth opportunities in the SME space

FAQs
What was the UK SME insurance market size in the year 2020?
The SME insurance market size in the UK was valued at GBP10.9 billion in the
year 2020.
What is the UK SME insurance market growth rate?
The SME insurance market in the UK is expected to grow at a CAGR of more
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than 4% during the forecast period.
Related Reports
Ÿ United Kingdom (UK) SME Insurance - Purchasing Journey 2021
Ÿ United Kingdom (UK) Travel Insurance - Distribution and Marketing 2021
Ÿ Bosnia and Herzegovina Insurance Industry - Key Trends and Opportunities
to 2025
Ÿ United Kingdom (UK) Pet Insurance Distribution and Marketing 2021
Ÿ United Kingdom (UK) Insurance Industry - Governance, Risk and
Compliance
About us
GlobalData is a leading provider of data, analytics, and insights on the world's
largest industries. In an increasingly fast-moving, complex, and uncertain
world, it has never been harder for organizations and decision makers to
predict and navigate the future. This is why GlobalData's mission is to help our
clients to decode the future and prot from faster, more informed decisions. As
a leading information services company, thousands of clients rely on
GlobalData for trusted, timely, and actionable intelligence. Our solutions are
designed to provide a daily edge to professionals within corporations, nancial
institutions, professional services, and government agencies.
If you are blindly looking up and trading stocks the way 99% of traders are, you
are missing on HUGE potential returns. Even new traders who started
following this options trading strategy instantly began seeing a new perspective
in how the markets move. With even two trades per month with this strategy,
you will start seeing the difference in your trading strategies. Don't waste any
more time "guessing" and "getting lucky".
Most new traders struggle at rst to make sense of the markets and how to put
their portfolio in a position to ourish. Many try to start on their own and
quickly end up with a string of losses, slowly seeing their accounts dwindle to
what it started off as... Don't let this happen to you. By joining a vetted
educational platform built for new traders, you will be taken step by step by a
former hedge fund trader who managed billions of dollars. This is exactly what
Benzinga Trading School is doing by helping traders overcome the initial
challenges and to help them thrive and to learn how professionals earn a
consistent prot in any market condition.
Source: https://www.benzinga.com/pressreleases/22/05/g271
13638/globaldata-plc-digitalization-and-ai-critical-success-factors-for-uksme-insurance-market

Startup
From BharatPe To Zilingo: 6 Controversies That Rocked Indian Startup
Ecosystem In 2022
The biggest controversy of the year started with Ashneer Grover resigning from
BharatPe as MD after two months of allegations, counter allegations, probe
and mud-slinging
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After BharatPe, another
Sequoia-backed startup
Zilingo suspended its CEO
Ankiti Bose following an
investigation into its nances
and accounts
The rst four months also saw
1,900 employees being laid off
by six startups
The year 2021 was the year of
unicorns for India. The startup
ecosystem added 44 startups
to the unicorn club in 2021,
more than the total unicorns
India produced between 20112020.
The year 2022 hasn't been bad either, with India already adding 14 startups in
the unicorn club. However, when founders are running such billion-dollar
businesses, disagreements and disputes do crop up during the board
meetings.
Most of the time, these differences of opinions or disputes are handled behind
closed doors, but sometimes, when the abyss between the founders and
investors grows beyond a point, skeletons tumble out of the closet.
The year 2022 saw a lot of controversies involving some of the big names from
the startup world. Let's take a look at some of the major controversies:
BharatPe Saga: Ousted Cofounder, Public Brawl At $3 Bn Startup
The controversies around BharatPe and its founder Ashneer Grover were the
talk of the startup town, and it is highly unlikely that anyone would have
missed it.
What started as an audio leak, in which BharatPe's MD Grover was allegedly
heard hurling death threats and abuses to a Kotak Bank's employee for failing
to secure allocation in Nykaa's blockbuster IPO, quickly snowballed into a
billion dollar ght.
While Grover initially took a voluntary leave after the leaked audio call went
viral, little did he know that within two months he would have to resign as an
MD from the rm that he had built and is now valued at over $3 Bn.
Soon after Grover went on voluntary leave, BharatPe announced an
independent audit after reports about issues with the startup's corporate
governance and due diligence surfaced. Later, a preliminary inquiry found
Grover's wife Madhuri Jain's connection to some nancial fraud as well.
Meanwhile, Grover asked BharatPe's board to remove its CEO Suhail Sameer.
He even asked BharatPe to buy him out by paying INR 4,000 Cr for his 9.5%
stake in the startup.
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Grover, who had appointed former SBI chairman Rajnish Kumar as BharatPe's
chairman, later demanded his resignation too. Kumar, a well-known banker,
was brought to the startup's board to look into corporate governance.
Shashvat Nakrani, another cofounder of BharatPe, later accused Grover of
creating a false narrative about the startup and further supported the board's
call for unseating Grover based on the auditor PwC's report.
Amidst all this, Grover's wife Jain shared images of ofce parties and alleged
sexist work culture at the startup.
Reports later surfaced that BharatPe was withholding the salaries of a few
employees. The startup is now planning to initiate action to clawback Grover's
shares.
Financial Irregularities Hit Trell
Social commerce startup Trell, which was waiting to receive a $100 Mn cheque
that would have helped the startup inch closer to a unicorn valuation,
suddenly found itself in a tight spot after an internal investigation carried out
by EY India found anomalies in its nancials.
The investigation report also alleged that third-party related transactions were
carried out by its founders.
Soon after this, news came out that its $100 Mn funding round had fallen
through and the loss-making startup was considering laying off almost 50% of
its workforce.
Amidst all these, Pulkit Agrawal, cofounder and CEO of Trell, wrote a seething
letter to its investors, including Sequoia Capital, stating that the EY
investigation was neither started by the cofounders nor by the board.
Agrawal further wrote in the note, “(The founders) will not take a hit on their
reputation lying down. If forced, we will do all that is within our command to
protect our reputation and interest of the company and its shareholders.”
Shell Companies, INR 220 Cr Of Unaccounted Income At Infra.Market
In March, ofcials from the Income Tax Department (I-T Department)
conducted raids at 23 ofces of B2B unicorn InfraMarket and seized a large
amount of incriminating evidence, including undisclosed income worth INR
224 Cr.
The raids started on March 9, 2022 in Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, and Madhya Pradesh, covering multiple ofces of the
startup along with the residences of its founders.
According to the I-T Department, the directors of the unicorn admitted to a
modus operandi of falsifying purchases; making large, unaccounted cash
expenditures; and bogus accommodation entries to the tune of more than INR
400 Cr.
The department further unearthed a network of shell companies connected to
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Infra.Market. These shell companies are said to have bogus accommodation
entries worth INR 1,500 Cr.
Infra.Market is one of the most protable startups in the country, with a
topline of 1067.7 Cr in FY21. It posted a total prot of INR 30.5 Cr in Fy21.
Severed Ties With Cofounder & Investor, Lack Of Vision Led To Zilingo CEO's
Ouster
Singapore-based B2B fashion marketplace startup Zilingo's founder Ankiti
Bose was suspended amid an internal investigation into the startup's
accounting practices and nances. The Sequoia Capital-backed startup was in
the process of raising a fresh round of investment which led to further
questions about its accounting standards and nancial practices.
Inc42 dug deeper into the issue to understand how faulty accounting practices
and poor nancials skipped the eyes of Zilingo's board, which consists of
representatives from Sequoia Capital, Temasek, BEENEXT, and Burda
Investments.
While reporting this, it was unravelled that the relationship between Bose and
cofounder Dhruv Kapoor had severed over the years over the differences in
their vision for the company and the cultural disparity between operations and
technology.
Bose further alleged that she faced harassment in 2021, and the startup's
board has now appointed Deloitte to further investigate this. Bose has also
sent legal notices to Kapoor, and chief operating ofcer Aadi Vaidya on the
complaints raised by her last year.
Currently, Zilingo is without a CEO. Kapoor is looking after his primary role as
the CTO and Bose's role of CEO in her absence. As per some reports, Ramesh
Bafna, who was appointed as the CFO of Myntra in March 2022, is likely to be
the next CEO of Zilingo.
Sequoia Capital's Shailendra Singh also stepped down from the startup's
board along with Temasek Holdings Pte's Xu Wei Yang and Burda Principal
Investment Ltd's Albert Shyy.
Shopee Bids Farewell To India
In March, Singapore-based ecommerce player Shopee decided to shut its India
operations. The startup cited market uncertainty as the reason for this, leaving
around 300 employees without jobs.
The development came almost ve months after Shopee launched its
operations in the country, further raising the competition in the already
crowded ecommerce market in India. Earlier in the year, India also banned
Free Fire, a game operated by Shopee's parent Sea Ltd.
EV Scooters Catch Fire As Summer Sets In
The months of March and April saw two-wheelers of various electric vehicles
(EV) manufacturers go up in ames in different parts of the country. It started
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with a viral video of Bhavish Agarwal-led Ola Electric's S1 Pro escooter catching
re in Pune. In a statement, the startup acknowledged the incident and said
that appropriate action would be taken to nd the root cause of the re.
Ola Electric has been in the news for various reasons, including untimely
delivery to malfunctioning of its EVs, since it started the deliveries of its
escooters.
Okinawa, PureEV and Jitendra EV are among the
other brands which saw their escooters catching
re. The government has formed a team to
investigate the re incidents, while Road Transport
Minister Nitin Gadkari asked EV makers to take
action to recall defective batches of vehicles.
Following this, Okinawa recalled 3,215 units of its
escooters, while PureEV has recalled around 2K
units. Meanwhile, Ola Electric also recalled 1,400
units of its Evs.
Government think tank Niti Aayog's member and
scientist VK Saraswat has even questioned the
suitability of imported battery cells in Indian
conditions.
Layoffs Shake Indian Startups
The year 2022 started with Tier-I investors-backed startups laying off
employees, mostly to achieve protability. Around six startups, of which three
are unicorns, have laid off around 1,900 employees in 2022 so far.
It started with edtech startup Lido ring 150 employees. The startup was facing
a cash crunch which led to salary dues and layoffs. Also, Lido couldn't raise a
fresh round of funding and thus was unable to run its operations and pay
salaries to its employees.
Soon after this, around 40 employees of Tiger Global-backed OkCredit were laid
off. The loss-making startup later said that it has decided to change its
priorities and focus more on ntech initiatives.
Later, the second largest edtech startup Unacademy laid off around 1,000
employees based on their performance and also to cut costs and achieve
protability. Inc42 was the rst to report on the development. Furniture rental
startup Furlenco also red 180 employees to cut costs and become protable.
Furlenco said around 95% of the laid-off employees were in customer-facing
roles, including customer support and other similar roles.
Facebook-backed Meesho also laid off 150 employees in a restructuring of its
Meesho Superstore grocery delivery service. The development came seven
months after it raised $570 Mn at a valuation of $5 Bn.
Bengaluru-based edtech unicorn Vedantu became the latest startup to resort
to job cuts, when it laid off around 200 employees.
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Apart from these layoffs, around 800 employees of WhiteHat Jr resigned as
they were asked to relocate to their work locations within a month's time. Few
of the employees claimed that it was a cost cutting exercise by the startup.
Source: https://inc42.com/features/6-controversies-that-rocked-indianstartup-ecosystem-in-2022/
Africa: Six African Startups Named in World Economic Forum's Top 100
Global Tech Pioneers
Six African startups have been named among this year's top 100 global tech
companies by the World Economic Forum.
The six rms were lauded for their efforts singling them at the forefront of their
industries around the world.
In addition to their tech prowess, the rms are focused on solving some of the
world's most pressing issues such as climate change, cybersecurity and more,
WEF said in a statement.
"The 2022 cohort of Technology Pioneers is already bringing great changes to
industries around the world," Technology Pioneers Community Lead, World
Economic Forum Saemoon Yoon said. "By joining this community these
emerging tech leaders can continue to show not only the impressive tech
advancements within their rms but also how their companies are helping to
build a better future for us all.”
The WEF's 2022 Technology Pioneers community shows that three out of the
six companies featured on the list from Africa are located in Kenya.
Kenyan startups to watch
In the East African powerhouse, agriculture insurance startup Pula Advisors
was featured on the list for its innovation and impact in using technology to
provide agriculture insurance to millions of smallholder farmers in emerging
markets.
The rm which was founded in 2014 has used technology products through
agriculture insurance and digital agronomy to advise and ensure many
farmers adapt to an increasingly unpredictable climate.
"Farmers in emerging markets are the most hardworking citizens of the world
yet the most likely to already feel the impact of climate change. The future is in
farmers' hands; they only need the appropriate technology and tools and then
they can feed the world," The rm's CEO Thomas Njeru said.
Pula operates across 16 countries in Asia and Africa and has listed about 6
million smallholder farmers.
Kenyan Logistics tech startup Sendy was also featured for its role in building
fullment infrastructure for e-commerce and consumer brands.
Sendy offers services for e-commerce, enterprise, and freight delivery for a
client list that includes Unilever, DHL, Maersk, Safaricom and African online
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retailer Jumia.
The rm was founded by CEO Mesh Alloys in 2015 alongside Kenyans
Evanson Biwott and Don Okoth and American Malaika Judd.
The startup currently has ofces in Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, with 5,000
vehicles on its platform that move all sorts of goods, according to Alloys.
Sendy's cross-continental operations have served over 100,000 enterprises
and individuals through an on-demand eet and completed millions of
deliveries thus far.
It recently grew to help meet the needs of its customers across Africa through
Fullment, Freight and Supply, providing rst-to-last-mile delivery for
packages and cargo, as well as everything in between.
Access Afya on the other hand was recognised for offering high-quality
healthcare for the global mass market.
The Kenyan e-health startup has developed a modern, digitised healthcare
operating system for the urban poor in Kenya, and maintains a chain of clinics,
pharmacies, and mobile health facilities for patients across the East African
country.
Access Afya's tech-enabled primary health clinics in Kenya have served over
350,000 patients.
The company's digital system, AfyaSmart, tracks numerous quality indicators
to ensure consistent and effective care every time.
More contenders
Other rms on the list from Africa include Rwanda's Ampersand.
The rm is currently Africa's leading battery-swap energy network for light
vehicles.
The Rwandan startup is on a mission to spark a mass-market transition to
electric mobility throughout the continent, by creating an electric vehicle that
costs less to buy, maintain and operate than fuel-powered vehicles.
The rm which was launched in 2019 with 20 e-motos in Kigali is looking to
expand across the continent and enable half of all motorcycle trafc across
Africa to be electric by 2030.
In Tunisia, Hawkar, an innovative startup aimed at people with reduced
mobility, was named among the top 100 startup global pioneers.
The rm created back in 2017 was developed to create an environmentally
friendly smart car for people with reduced mobility who want to have a car and
need to move long distances every day.
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Nigeria's Okra also made it to the WEF's list for the digitalizing nancial services
for Africa.
Source: https://allafrica.com/stories/202205120184.html
India sees birth of its 100th unicorn, total valuation reaches $332.7 bn
The term 'Unicorns' is referred to startups that attain a valuation of more than
$1 billion. (iSTOCK)2 min read . Updated: 06 May 2022, 10:55 PM ISTLivemint
Listen to this article
India's wave of unicorns reaches an all-time high with Neobank Open becoming
the 100th unicorn in the country. The Ministry of Commerce & Industry on
Friday said, today, 1 out of every 10 unicorns globally have been born in India.
Neobank startup, OPEN becomes the 100th unicorn in India with the latest
funding of $50 million from IIFL along with existing investors. Union Minister of
Commerce and Industry, Consumer Affairs, Food, and Public Distribution and
Textiles, Piyush Goyal highlighted the achievement through his tweet.
As of May 5th, the Indian Startup Ecosystem, the third-largest in the world in
number of Unicorns, is now home to 100 unicorns with a total valuation of $
332.7 billion.The term 'Unicorns' is referred to startups that attain a valuation
of more than $1 billion.As per the ministry, in the rst four months of 2022,
India has given birth to 14 unicorns with a total valuation of $18.9 billion.
The year 2021 recorded a huge surge in the number of unicorns, registering a
total of 44 startups entering the Unicorn club throughout the year with a total
valuation of $93 billion.Further, the ministry data shows that since the launch
of the Startup India initiative on 16th January 2016, more than 69,000 startups
have been recognized in the country till 2nd May 2022. Innovation in India is not
just limited to certain sectors; we have recognized startups solving problems in
56 diverse sectors with 13% from IT services, 9% from healthcare and life
sciences, 7% from education, 5% from professional and commercial services,
5% agriculture, and 5% food & beverages.
Also, while every startup has its unique journey to becoming a unicorn, the
minimum and maximum time is taken by a startup to become a unicorn in India
are 6 months and 26 years, respectively. Till FY 2016-17, approximately one
unicorn was being added every year. Over the past four years (since FY 201718), this number has been increasing exponentially, with a whopping 66% Yearon-Year growth in the number of additional unicorns being added every year."As
we hit the milestone of a century in Indian unicorns, the homegrown startup
ecosystem continues to work effectively towards the mission of self-reliance and
self-sustainability as they have been in the past. The vision of Atmanirbhar
Bharat is rooted deeply in the Startup Ecosystem and shall continue to prevail
in the coming years," the ministry said.
Notably, the entrepreneurial spirit exists throughout the length and breadth of
the country and is evident by the spread of the Department for Promotion of
Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) recognized startups across 647 Indian
districts encompassing all 36 States and Union Territories.
Source: https://www.livemint.com/
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Women Wing
Five UK femtech startups and scaleups to watch
Women make up 50% of the population, yet the world around them is often
designed for men. Whether it's medical technology, transportation or
consumer gadgets, women are too frequently an afterthought. But with
femtech - or female technology - the focus is 100% on creating tech-enabled
products and services designed specically for women.
Femtech startups in the UK and across the world are developing innovative
ways to improve women's health in areas such as the menopause, biometric
tracking, IVF, breastfeeding and mental wellbeing.
Investors are increasingly backing femtech startups, too. According to
Dealroom data, UK based femtech startups raised $125m (£101m) in 2019,
rising to $121m (£97.9m) in 2021 - albeit with a sharp drop to $29.3m
(£23.7m) in 2020.
While the US accounts for the lion's share of femtech startups, the UK comes
second in a market predicted to be worth in excess of $75.1bn (£60.7bn) by
2025.
With all that in mind, here are ve UK femtech startups to keep an eye on.
Vira Health
Founders: Andrea Berchowitz and Dr Rebecca Love
Year founded: 2020
Total funding: $14m (£11.2m)
London-based Vira Health focuses on women's healthcare and improving the
gathering and use of female data in healthcare.
Its rst product is a menopause subscription app called Stella, which guides
women through menopause with tailored treatments based on the user's
symptoms.
Last month Vira Health raised £9m in a funding round to add new features to
its menopause app, including telehealth and prescriptions.
Forth
Founders: Sarah Bolt and Chris Baines
Year founded: 2014
Total funding: $2.3m (£1.8m)
Located in Chepstow, Wales, Forth is a biometric tracking platform that
enables people to live healthier. It tracks over 50 internal biomarkers, this
data is then transformed into graphics and shown to the user through an
online dashboard
In November last year Forth had an investment of £1.6m, to launch its Female
Hormone Mapping product, giving women more insight into their hormone
uctuations.
Gaia
Founder: Nader AlSalim
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Year founded: 2019
Total funding: $23m (£18.5m)
Insurance company Gaia offers nancing on IVF treatments. The startup uses
technology to guess the probability of success with IVF.
If the IVF treatment does not work, then the person only has to pay a
percentage of the total costs. When the treatment works it can be paid for in
monthly instalments. Gaia also provides counsellor sessions, medical
embryologist access and member support.
Based in London, Gaia recently closed $20m in a Series A round led by Atomico
and will use the capital to expand its operations.
Elvie
Founder: Tania Boler
Year founded: 2013
Total funding: $144m (£116m)
Elvie is a London-headquartered rm that manufacturers technology
hardware for women. The rst product by the company was the Elvie Trainer,
an app-connected Kegal trainer. Followed by the Elvie Pump a quiet, wireless
electric pump.
Last September it closed £70m in its Series C funding round to continue
diversifying its product range.
Clementine
Founder: Kim Palmer
Year founded: 2017
Total funding: $1.3m (£1m)
Clementine is a mental health app for women that uses hypnotherapy to lower
stress levels and build condence. In the subscription-based app there are
sleep sessions, condence courses, anti-anxiety courses and mantras.
The app was created after founder Kim Palmer suffered with panic attacks
during pregnancy.
Earlier in the year, Clementine partnered with singer and songwriter Becky Hill
to encourage young people on a journey to self-care.
Headquartered in London, Clementine raised $1.3m (£1m) in its seed funding
round in October 2020.
Source: https://www.uktech.news/medtech/femtech/ve-uk-femtechstartups-scaleups-20220512
News round-up: Funding challenges for women founders, and ventureLAB
eyes medtech
Women still face unfair funding challenges: A new report from the Conference
Board of Canada detailed many hurdles women founders face getting capital,
from extended fundraising periods to jaw-dropping moments during pitches.
Sampler founder Marie Chevrier Schwartz told BetaKit about an experience
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with one notable Canadian VC after she got engaged. "Literally, word for word,
he said, 'Well, don't you just want to go get married and have babies now? Why
are you fundraising?'”
UofT and Moderna announce partnership: The University of Toronto and
COVID-19 vaccine maker Moderna have signed a new research agreement.
Scientists at the two organizations will collaborate to develop tools and
therapies to prevent and treat infectious diseases.
Made-in-Canada MedTech: Markham-based tech hub ventureLAB has
received $2.5-million in provincial funding to advance Canada's readiness for
future pandemics. The funding will be used to create a new medical technology
stream in ventureLAB's Hardware Catalyst Initiative that supports hardware
and semiconductor startups.
Money talk
What's in the Box? About $2.7 million: Boxhub, a Toronto-based startup, has
announced a $2.7-million seed round. It claims its all-in-one platform for
buying shipping containers removes the hassle of dealing with shipping lines,
depots and trucking companies. The company said the funding will be used to
accelerate its expansion into the U.S.
Lunchtime yoga for everyone: Wavy has created a platform that simplies
planning and management of online team-building events, such as virtual beer
tastings and wellness workshops. The company has raised a $2.5-million seed
round to expand its team as it scales across Canada. Brittany Forsyth, a
founding partner at Backbone Angels, which was among the investors, told
BetaKit that Wavy creates "intentional connection and belonging in a world of
work that's rapidly evolved to become digital by design.”
Bitcoin banking: Fintech startup Cybrid announced a $3.8-million seed round
to expand its platform that enables nancial companies to offer cryptocurrency
products to their customers. Karim Gillani, co-founder and general partner at
Luge Capital, said Cyrbid is "the connection between traditional nancial
products and the future of nance.”
Cosm Medical raises seed round: Toronto-based Cosm Medical has secured a
$4.7-million seed round to create custom medical devices for women suffering
from pelvic oor disorders. CEO Derek Sham says he founded the company
after he saw rsthand the hardships that a lack of options for pelvic oor
disorders caused his grandmother. "I thought, I'm going to use my grandma's
experience to launch something to change the standard of care," he told
BetaKit.
Making it
Sustainable fashion: Chizoba Udeh-Martin, founder of Toronto-based label
Zoba Martin, has been fascinated with clothes design since seeing her aunt
create her own wedding dress as a child in Nigeria. Although her plans to open a
storefront and workshop were put on hold by the pandemic, Udeh-Martin told
BlogTO she has an ambitious strategy to grow her brand this year through
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sustainable fashion and creating custom-made pieces that family members can
pass on from generation to generation.
Big bao business: Filipino sandwiches from Scarborough's Bao Mama are a hot
commodity. They have quickly gained popularity across the GTA thanks to a
strategy of building interest with Toronto food inuencers. Co-owner Elizabeth
Buenaventura told BlogTO that her "ultimate goal was to introduce Filipino
food to non-Filipinos in the most welcoming way, in this sandwich style
concept, and be the rst and best of its kind to ever do it in Toronto."
Source: https://startupheretoronto.com/type/startup-news/news-roundup-funding-challenges-for-women-founders-and-venturelab-eyes-medtech/
Two sisters create a startup that puts sustainability into global supply
chains
In the innovative world of startups, a good idea can lead to a great one.
A few years ago, Australian sisters Naomi Vowels and Frances Atkins created a
children's book with a difference. They invited customers to go online and input
a child's name so that child could be made part of the story in a printed
personalized copy.
The model was monetizable and scalable. And, best of all, everyone loved the
books - including the kids.
Orders poured in from the public as well as from corporations that used the
books as customized customer gifts.
Thankful for their success, Vowels and Atkins happily donated some proceeds
to a non-prot that supports children's literacy.
Giving back has always been in line with their business philosophy. They were,
however, surprised that none of their customers had asked them about their
corporate responsibility goals.
That made them think: How could they help companies understand why doing
social good is also good for business?
Atkins, a lawyer-turned-banker, and Vowels, a diplomat, started
brainstorming possibilities. They wanted to leverage their professional skills
and follow their passion for social action and sustainability within a sound
business model.
After several iterations, they landed on their big
idea: givvable - a platform powered by articial
intelligence (AI) that helps businesses make
informed and sustainable supply chain decisions.
Above: The sisters produced personalized
children's books. Photo: givvable.
Consumers around the world are increasingly
calling on industry to become carbon neutral and
environmentally responsible. That means
businesses must not just act sustainably
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The givvable platform gathers intelligence on the sustainability actions of
suppliers across supply chains.
Built on the cloud and using AI, it processes mountains of unstructured and
uncleansed data into usable and searchable data formats. This information
enables a company to monitor the actions of its vendors and partners and to
search for new veried suppliers.
It also has a secondary function that maps the credentials of companies,
organizations and governments to widely used sustainability and reporting
frameworks - such as the U.N.'s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and
those of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)?and the Sustainable Accounting
Standards Board (SASB).
This mapping provides industries and sectors a trusted hub for veried
supplier intelligence.
At meetings, it feels like we have had to prove ourselves worthy of being there
before we can get to the actual conversation.
Vowels cites an example of one Asia-Pacic technology and
telecommunications company that prioritized U.N. SDG 13 on climate action
under the GRI reporting framework and wanted its suppliers to help it achieve
a 2030 net zero emissions target.
So, it needed to know how many
of its suppliers had set their own
science-based targets, made
public carbon disclosures and
were committed to U.N.
programs.
The platform developed by
givvable is now capturing and
tracking data on actions and
commitments made by that
company's suppliers and maps
these credentials to the U.N.
SDGs. Through the platform, the
company can now also nd new suppliers that meet its requirements.
Above: Pitching their sustainable business model. Photo: givvable.
Similarly, givvable is also helping other companies monitor their international
supply chains and vet suppliers on a range of other issues like modern-day
slavery, human rights commitments and diversity goals.
The sisters believe their services are making a difference. But as is the case
with any startup, the journey taken by Atkins and Vowels has not been easy or
straightforward. The pair have had to work doubly hard to establish their
credibility in business-to-business and business-to-government procurement
spaces, where women-led companies account for less than 3% of businesses.
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themselves, they must also purchase goods and services from suppliers that
do the same.
Fundraising by this female-owned company has also thrown up some hurdles.
As Atkins puts it, "At meetings, it feels like we have had to prove ourselves
worthy of being there before we can get to the actual conversation. We've
learned through our male counterparts that that's not the case for them.
There's an extra step to overcome before we can reach the same playing eld as
other businesses.”
Fortunately, Vowels and Atkins come from a long line of entrepreneurs and
weren't easily fazed. Their grandmother had been successful in business and
has been a big inuence on the sisters. Various aunts and uncles also helmed
their own businesses and were always on hand to share their experiences.
Above: The platform can rate suppliers against the U.N.'s sustainability goals.
Image: givvable
So, when the two knew they were onto a game-changing solution to a growing
global need, both were ready to leave their jobs and dedicate themselves fully
to givvable, albeit with some trepidation.
"This was by far one of the hardest things I've ever done," Atkins recalls. "When
we rst started, we had a lot of
naysayers. We were told
companies didn't care about
sustainability and we had to
overcome that by pushing
through, showing people why
it was important. Now,
corporate sustainability is
almost a given and there's a
lot of pressure to do more.
Today, our focus is on
conveying how givvable is the
most effective way to reach
our clients' goals. Tomorrow, there will be new challenges, but we're
committed.”
When we rst started, we had a lot of naysayers. We were told companies
didn't care about sustainability…
"Every company will need to demonstrate their sustainability impact in the
next few years," adds Vowels. "Not only will they be looking at the way they're
working, but they'll also be looking at the actions their suppliers are taking
and whether those align with their own. The opportunity is big, our platform is
ready, and we're excited to scale.”
Working with a sibling isn't for everyone, but Vowels and Atkins have made it
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work for them. They realized early on that the "unltered" candidness between
siblings allowed them to bypass a lot of the "niceties" that other co-founders
might have to grapple with.
As sisters, they already had a handle on each other's personalities and
temperaments, as well as their triggers and limits. As they got to know each
other professionally, they developed a newfound respect for what the other
brings to the table.
Based in Sydney, Atkins oversees product development as well as marketing
and business development in Australia. Vowels, based in Singapore, takes
care of operations, nance, data and business development in Asia.
"When it comes to strengths, we're polar opposites - that makes us
complementary," Vowels explains. Atkins adds, "we naturally gravitated
toward our roles based on our strengths - and it's working out well.”
To make their idea come to life they searched for dependable tools and
systems. From the get-go, Microsoft Azure has been their cloud of choice.
Similarly, Microsoft AI and machine learning
software have been
instrumental to structuring data and establishing the data relationships to
a c c o m m o d a t e
increasingly complex
requirements as their
company grows.
Above: A screenshot of a
givvable dashboard.
Reports are sent to clients
via Microsoft Power BI to
provide familiarity and
peace of mind. "Using a
product like Power BI
m e a n s t h a t t h e
foundations are set. Our
customers are condent about using these products, especially when it comes
to security," says Vowels. "Since our customers are already Power BI users,
they can set up quickly and navigate their reports without needing to upskill or
gure out a new software. This seamlessness has been instrumental.”
Two years into their givvable journey there is much to be proud of. As Atkins
says, “We've stayed on course because we're passionate about the problem
we're trying to solve. It's why we've been able to overcome the challenges that
have come our way.”
Vowels, smiling, adds, "And we've surrounded ourselves with some incredible
people."
Source: https://news.microsoft.com/apac/features/two-sisters-create-astartup-that-puts-sustainability-into-global-supply-chains/
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WASME CORNER
INAUGURATION OF WASME-TELENGANA INDIA CHAPTER
WASME – MSMECC Telengana Chapter organised Digitization Programme for
Telengana MSMEs on 7th May 2022 in Hyderabad in association with Amazon,
Tata nexarc and NASSCOM. Mr B.A.Naveen National Business Development
Leader- AWS Trainings and Certications, India Amazon Internet Services
Private Limited, Mr. Ranjit Kumar , City Head – Tata nexarc Hyderabad , Ms
S.Gautami and Mr Satish Kumar Director – NASSCOM Futureskills from
NASSCOM Futureskills shared their thought on the digitization process in
empowering Telengana MSMEs. WASME and NASSCOM also exchanged MoU.
Dr Sanjiv Layek Executive Secretary, WASME and Dr Dev Raj Dasari Chairman
, MSMECC welcomed and felicitated guests and dignitaries.

Association of WASME and Aayom
Business Solutions
Pleasure to announce the association of
WASME and Aayom Business Solutions for
Empowering MSMEs
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World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises (WASME), a global non-pro it
organization headquartered at Noida, India, has been spearheading the cause and
development of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) worldover since its inception in
1980. Over three decades, WASME has emerged as one of the most representative,
eﬀective and leading international organizations, working towards the promotion of
SMEs worldwide through policy advocacy, information dissemination, conferences,
seminars, events, trainings, publication, network linkages and manymore.
WASME enjoys consultative/observer status with concerned agencies in UN system such
as UNCTAD, ITC, WIPO, UNIDO, UNESCO, UNCITRAL, UNESCAP and ILO, and several other
inter-governmental and international organizations like WCO, OECD, ICSB, APEC, APCTT,
etc.
WASME’s fortnightly SME e-Bulletin “WORLD SME UPDATE” aims to keep its readers
abreast of latest information on various developments taking place in the SME sector
around the globe. If you have any news/information on the issues related to Government
policies & programmers and latest developments in the SME sector i.e. technology and
innovations, success stories, case studies, research and methods, planning and programs,
training and developments, inance and management, and marketing that you would like
to share with the world SME community, please do send them to us at
editor@wasmeinfo.org.
We always welcome your valuable feedback/comments on the SME e-Bulletin to further
enhance our services on information dissemination. Hence, please send us your valuable
guidance as well as meaningful articles as a regular contribution to SME e-Bulletin and
our website in the larger interests and bene its of SMEs the world over.
Editor, World SME Update
World Association for Small and Medium Enterprises
Plot No. 4, Institutional Area, Sector – 16 A,
Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar – 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Tel: +91-120- 4216283, Fax: +91-120- 4216284 | Email: editor@wasmeinfo.org
Website: http://www.wasmeinfo.org
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